
 
Question: What actions are required on the TIPS participants side due to the migration to ESMIG? 
 
Case 1: Existing TIPS customers who do not use any new flows (Sub-scenarios U2A and A2A) 
 

 

  

SWIFT 
At the end of Jun 2021, SWIFT will initiate the migration of existing TIPS CERT customers to the new CGUs, under the following conditions: 

1. The customer must be part of the current TIPS CERT Closed User Group 
2. The customer must have subscribed to SWIFT’s Solution for ESMIG 
3. The Eurosystem must provide approval upon SWIFT’s request to migrate the customer to the ESMIG TIPS CERT Closed User Group 

 

Furthermore, ONLY customers that need to use the A2A service for BILL need to subscribe this service from scratch being a new feature. U2A access to BILL 
is granted automatically to all users currently subscribed to TIPS U2A in CERT. 

 

SIA-COLT 
SIAnet domain currently used for TIPS (for MEPT i.e. for Instant Messaging and for file-based store-n-forward report, and for U2A) remain valid also for 
ESMIG. Therefore, Customers already listed in the current TIPS CERT SIAnet domain (CGU), for A2A and U2A, and that have subscribed the ESMIG 
Connectivity Services agreement, are not required to perform any action. Only a minor technical amendment is required to add new U2A resources in the 
list of U2A resources available. 

 

Customer Questions: -Will existing customers who do not wish to subscribe to BILL need to perform any action? 

 



Case 2: Existing TIPS customers who would like to use new flows (Sub-scenarios U2A and A2A) e.g BILL  
 

 

SWIFT 
Each common component is reached through the corresponding service. So TIPS customers that want to use the BILL module need to subscribe the A2A 
service even if they already subscribed the T2 service. The URL used to reach the CC are different based on the service. U2A access to BILL is granted 
automatically to all users currently subscribed to TIPS U2A in CERT. 

SIA-COLT 
Customers that need to use the BILL via A2A (TIPS Core Components) will have to subscribe to the relevant SIAnet domain (CG), as documented in “SIAnet 
FEMS XS ESMIG Service Description” and in “SIAnet_TIPS_Domain”. 

SIAnet Domain for A2A (A2A.UTEST.TIPS) is already available. To subscribe to the SIAnet domain  customers must use the standard DomainJoin ticket in 
SIAnet.XS Portal. 

For U2A, the new U2A resources have been added in the U2A.CRT.TIPS SIAnet Domain, already in use for TIPS Core Services. 

 

Case 3: New customers who would like to join before July and use personal tokens to login. 
 

 

SWIFT 
They can start the connectivity test whenever they want, there is any constraint. For sure they need to be subscribed in the CUG and receive the token to 
be authenticated via U2A. But this is the same process used in the past and for this topic they need to rely to their NSP. 

Customer Questions: - In order to access the TIPS CERT test environment, the TIPS CERT eform will be replaced by the ESMIG (TIPS) CERT eform. 
Participants who wish to add the new components e.g BILL will have to fill an ESMIG (TIPS) CERT eform whether they already filled a T2 Cert 
eform or not by the time they join TIPS CERT. Is this the correct flow for SWIFT? Is the SIA workflow similar? Please describe both.  

 

Customer Questions: - When can these customers start connectivity tests in CERT? Our assumption is that they can start any time. If so, will there 
be any action needed for them thereafter in CERT configuration, say after July e.g. new token or update to token?   

 



SIA-COLT 
There are no constraints for new Customers to join to the SIAnet domains for TIPS, provided that they have subscribed the ESMIG Connectivity Services 
agreement. 
 

Case 4: New customers who would like to join before July and use HSM personal certificates to login. 
 

 
 

 

 

SWIFT 
There is no technical constraint, as already said by SWIFT, to perform connectivity test in CERT but from a legal perspective, the HSM personal certificates 
should be used only after the new ESMIG contract will be adopted 

 
SIA-COLT 
There are no constraints for new Customers to join to the SIAnet domains for TIPS, provided that they have subscribed the ESMIG Connectivity Services 
agreement. 

 

Customer Questions: - When can these customers start connectivity tests in CERT? It is not clear if there are any pre-conditions such an ESMIG 
component update, 4CB mentioned about a planned update “Earliest 26th of June” and in the call SWIFT mentioned July. It is not clear what the 
content of this update is or whether the connectivity tests can start without it? What is the latest time by when this update is completed in CERT?  

 



 

 

TIPS Operator 
Tis only a legal constraint. Once the new ESMIG contract will be adopted then the new HSM authentication can be used. 

SWIFT 
We assume this question is asked in the context of Pan-European TIPS reachability, which clarifies the expectation to start Production connectivity testing 
on 1 Sep. This is possible, but with existing (pre-ESMIG) functionality. According to the ESMIG Project plan, Production Connectivity testing starts on 1 Oct 
2021. On this date, the new functionality such as HSM personal certificates becomes available for ESMIG users (new or migrated). There is no technical 
limitation in SWIFT software to use HSM personal certificates before that date.  

SIA-COLT 
There are no constraints for new Customers to join to the SIAnet domains for TIPS, provided that they have subscribed the ESMIG Connectivity Services 
agreement. 

 

SWIFT 
Those dates are simply the earlier implementation dates by when then new ESMIG subscriptions will be implemented by SWIFT. 

Customer Questions: -When can connectivity tests start in PROD for the above four cases? It is not clear if there are any pre-conditions such as the 
ESMIG component update. 4CB mentioned about a planned update “Earliest 25th September”. The contents of the update are not clear. Can 
connectivity testing to PROD start without this update? What is the latest time by when this update is completed in PROD? The project plan says that 
Production connectivity testing by all participants (irrespective of personal tokens or HSM Certificates) is to start latest by 1st September. A delay here 
will mean insufficient time for the connectivity tests for on-boarding in December (Wave 1) and a threat to the go-live. Do we see any issues with 
respect to this deadline, can the PSPs who wants to login to U2A interface using HSM personal certificates start connectivity testing on or before 1st 
September? 

 

 

Customer Questions: - Is the 25 September update in PROD (and the 26 june in UTEST) an ESMIG related software update or solely a NSP software 
update?  

 

 



SIA-COLT 
References to 25th September in PROD and 26th June in UTEST are not clear. From SIA-COLT, the infrastructure is available, even if for U2A only limited 
testing can be carried out by the NSP. 

 

 
TIPS Operator  
This is correct, the new eform shall be adopted and the e-order need to be approved firstly by the Central Bank and then by TIPS Operator. The approach is 
the same for SWIFT and SIA. 

SWIFT 
the Configuration form(s) are not required when SWIFT can perform the migration (see table below). In those cases, the approval is performed in   bulk by 
Banca d’italia (in coordination with the NCBs). 

 

SIA-COLT 
As stated above in previous answers, the ticket in SIAnet.XS Portal to subscribe to SIAnet domain are already in place and available. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Customer Questions: - Question: When does the e-ordering change and who must perform new e-ordering? The TIPS PROD eform is replaced by the 
ESMIG (TIPS) PROD eform. Does this mean that as of 25 September all participants have to fill an ESMIG PROD eform? This ESMIG PROD eform must be 
approved by the Central Banks. Is this the case for all four cases above? Does this also apply to SIA?  

 

 

Customer Questions: -Please let us know the important dates for customers of both NSPs in the migration to ESMIG planning especially 
considering all four cases above.  

 

 



SWIFT 
 Subscribe to 

SWIFT’s Solution 
for ESMIG 

EMIG TIPS CERT 
Configuration form 

ESMIG TIPS PROD 
Configuration form 

Pre-ESMIG TIPS 
PROD 
Configuration 
form 

When can 
connectivity tests 
start in CERT 

When can 
connectivity tests 
start in PROD 

Case 1 Existing TIPS 
customers who do 
not use any new 
flows 

Mandatory (creates 
an ESMIG contract) 

Not required. 
Configuration is 
migrated end June 
upon 4CB approval 
of the migration 

Not required. 
Configuration is 
migrated end Sep 
upon 4CB approval 
of the migration 

N/A Any time for 
existing 
functionality. 
30 June 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Any time for 
existing 
functionality. 
1 Oct 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Case 2 Existing TIPS 
customers who 
would like to use 
new flows e.g BILL 

Mandatory (creates 
an ESMIG contract) 

Required Required N/A Any time after 
Configuration form 
implementation 
date for existing 
functionality. 
30 June 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Any time after 
Configuration form 
implementation 
date for existing 
functionality. 
1 Oct 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Case 3 (a) New 
customers who 
would like to join 
before July and use 
personal tokens to 
login (In Live CUG 
before 21 Nov). 

Mandatory (creates 
an ESMIG contract) 

Required Not required. 
Configuration is 
migrated end Sep 
upon 4CB approval 
of the migration 

Required, 
before 6 Sep 
(when form is 
replaced by 
ESMIG form) 

Any time after 
Configuration form 
implementation 
date for existing 
functionality. 
30 June 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Any time after 
Configuration form 
implementation 
date for existing 
functionality. 
1 Oct 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Case 3 (b) New 
customers who 
would like to join 
before July and use 
personal tokens to 

Mandatory (creates 
an ESMIG contract) 

Required Required Not required Any time after 
Configuration form 
implementation 
date for existing 
functionality. 

Any time after 
Configuration form 
implementation 
date for existing 
functionality. 



login (In Live CUG 
after 21 Nov) 

30 June 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

1 Oct 2021 for 
ESMIG 
functionality* 

Case 4 (a) New 
customers who 
would like to join 
before July and use 
HSM personal 
certificates to login 
(In Live CUG before 
21 Nov)  

Mandatory (creates 
an ESMIG contract) 

Required Not required. 
Configuration is 
migrated end Sep 
upon 4CB approval 
of the migration 

Required, 
before 6 Sep 
(when form is 
replaced by 
ESMIG form) 

30 June 2021  1 Oct 2021 

Case 4 (b) New 
customers who 
would like to join 
before July and use 
HSM personal 
certificates to login 
(In Live CUG after 
21 Nov) 

Mandatory (creates 
an ESMIG contract) 

Required Required Not required 30 June 2021 for  1 Oct 2021 

(*) ESMIG functionality: this includes HSM personal certificates and access to BILL via A2A 



 

 

SIA 
There is no need to migrate anything as mentioned in the previous answers from SIA above 
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